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  The Teacher's Awesome App Guide 1.5 John F. OSullivan,2014-10-25
  Building Positive Behavior Support Systems in Schools, Second Edition Deanne A.
Crone,Leanne S. Hawken,Robert H. Horner,2015-02-17 A widely used practitioner guide and text, this
book presents a blueprint for meeting the challenges of severe problem behavior in grades PreK-8. It
shows how to provide effective behavior support for the 1-5% of students who require intensive,
individualized intervention. Case examples illustrate step-by-step procedures for identifying student
needs using functional behavioral assessment (FBA) and designing, implementing, and evaluating
team-based behavior support plans (BSPs). The book also describes how to build school- and
districtwide capacity to conduct FBA-BSPs. Reproducible forms and worksheets are included;
purchasers get access to a Web page where they can download and print the reproducible materials
in a convenient 8 1/2 x 11 size. New to This Edition: *Incorporates current FBA-BSP research and best
practices. *Chapters on developing districtwide capacity; FBA apps and software; applications for
academic problems; and early childhood settings. *Increased attention to FBA-BSP as a Tier III
intervention within a multi-tiered framework. See also the authors' less intensive intervention for
moderate problem behavior: Responding to Problem Behavior in Schools, Second Edition: The
Behavior Education Program. Also available: Dr. Hawken's training DVD, The Behavior Education
Program: A Check-In, Check-Out Intervention for Students at Risk, which demonstrates the BEP in
action.
  iPads in Higher Education Claire Pillar,Nicos Souleles,2015-09-18 The proceedings of the 1st
International Conference on the use of iPads in Higher Education (ihe2014) gathered in this volume
will be of interest to a wide range of academics regardless of research discipline. With the widespread
implementation of the use of tablets, particularly iPads, in Higher Education, this book will be useful to
academics that are interested in using iPads in teaching and learning, irrespective of the scale of
implementation. The contributions to this volume cover a wide range of academic areas, including
Urban Planning and Management; Urban Studies; Education; Environmental Management; Biology;
Medical Education; Business Administration; Teacher Training and Education; Physics; Languages;
Conference and Meetings Management; Art and Design; Computing and Mathematics; and
Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy. They also utilise a variety of research methods, such as
surveys, questionnaires, focus groups, and field studies.
  Health and Physical Education Deborah Callcott,Judith Miller,Susan Wilson-Gahan,2015-09-08
Health and physical education encompasses the development of movement competence and health
literacies crucial to child and adolescent health and wellbeing. Health and Physical Education:
Preparing Educators for the Future, 2nd edition continues to offer a comprehensive overview of the
knowledge, understanding, skills and theoretical underpinnings required to teach health and physical
education in Australian schools. This edition outlines the latest developments to the Australian
Curriculum: Health and Physical Education, to help pre-service teacher educators understand the
application of these concepts in practice. Maintaining a focus on the education of all learning ages, it
provides a stronger focus on physical education and development in early childhood, and broader
coverage of the perspectives of culturally diverse students. Well-structured and engaging, this edition
has been updated to include the latest literature, figures, statistics and resources. Learning is
enhanced through further reading, end-of-chapter questions, case studies and an updated and
comprehensive companion website.
  Zesentwintigste conferentie 'Het Schoolvak Nederlands' André Mottart,Steven
Vanhooren,2012 Conferentiebundel van de zesentwintigste editie van de Conferentie Het Schoolvak
Nederlands die plaats vond op 16 en 17 november 2012. Deze conferentie is een rijk forum voor allen
die zich bij de ontwikkelingen van het onderwijs Nederlands in alle mogelijke leeromgevingen
betrokken voelen. Alle beschikbare samenvattingen van de workshops ook van de voorbije jaren zijn
nu gedigitaliseerd http://taalunieversum.org/onderwijs/
conferentie_het_schoolvak_nederlands/bundels/zoek/
  Guidebook for Clerkship Directors Alliance for Clinical Education,2014-08-26 ... a must-read for the
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individual who has accepted the responsibility to direct a clinical clerkship for a medical school. --
JAMA
  Teaching the Last Backpack Generation Zachary Walker,Kara Rosenblatt,Donald
McMahon,2015-09-05 Let mobile devices transform teaching and learning Don't just know how to use
mobile technology. Know how to use it to transform learning. This refreshingly easy-to-use workbook
shows educators how to make mobile devices a natural part of their classrooms by optimizing
technology, no matter what the content. Discover: practical mobile device management skills such as
how to project and use devices as a whiteboard and tools to capture student responses. fun strategies
students will love such as teaching vocabulary using text speak and slang or using a digital assistant
(like Siri) instead of writing. helpful resources to enhance professional learning.
  Enhancing Fieldwork Learning Using Mobile Technologies Derek France,W. Brian Whalley,Alice
Mauchline,Victoria Powell,Katharine Welsh,Alex Lerczak,Julian Park,Robert S. Bednarz,2015-09-30 This
book shows how tablets (and smartphones) using a variety of selected ‘apps’, can enhance fieldwork
and other out-of-classroom activities. The authors review imaginative uses of tablets from their own
project and as well as examples from other colleagues. To help readers keep abreast of new
technology and innovative ways to use it, the book is supported by a web site and a social media
community.
  The 12 Touchstones of Good Teaching Bryan Goodwin,Elizabeth Ross Hubbell,2013 Goodwin
and Hubbell present 12 daily touchstones--simple and specific things any teacher can do every day--
to keep classroom practice focused on the hallmarks of effective instruction and in line with three
imperatives for teaching.
  Audience, Relevance, and Search Cynthia Fishel,James Mathewson,Frank Donatone,2010 Real
solutions to the Internet search challenges that Web marketers and content professionals struggle
with every day! Take search optimization to the next level by providing the right content to the right
user at the right time Up-to-the-minute guidance on writing for Google that reflects the latest changes
to Google's algorithms New techniques for defining keywords more effectively Authored by IBM web
pioneers with 45+ years of content and search optimization experience.
  Audience, Relevance, and Search James Mathewson,1900 This is the eBook version of the printed
book. If the print book includes a CD-ROM, this content is not included within the eBook version. Real
solutions to the Internet search challenges that Web marketers and content professionals struggle
with every day! Take search optimization to the next level by providing the right content to the right
user at the right time Up-to-the-minute guidance on writing for Google that reflects the latest changes
to Google's algorithms New techniques for defining keywords more effectively Authored by IBM web
pioneers with 45+ years of content and.
  Clicker2 Student Remote Vhps,2011
  Understanding and Creating Digital Texts Richard Beach, Professor Emeritus of English
Education, University of Minnesota,Chris M. Anson, North Carolina State University,Lee-Ann Kastman
Breuch,Thomas Reynolds,2014-10-16 This book provides activities and examples that use
technological tools to help students learn how to create digital texts. This book also provides a basis
for creating novel classroom activities that encourage students to define purpose and audience, make
textual links, collaborate, gain new perspectives, and construct identities through writing. ies.
  The Differentiated Instruction Book of Lists Jenifer Fox,Whitney Hoffman,2011-08-30 Hundreds of
useful ideas for meeting the needs of each child The Differentiated Instruction Book of Lists is the
definitive reference for DI for teachers in grades K-12. Ready for immediate use, it offers over 150 up-
to-date lists for developing instructional materials, lesson planning, and assessment. Organized into
12 convenient sections, the book is full of practical examples, teaching ideas, and activities that can
be used or adapted to meet students' diverse needs. Coverage includes curriculum design, lesson
planning, instructional strategies, assessment, classroom management, strategies by subject area
(from Language Arts to Math to Physical Education), new media, etc. Offers an easy-to-use guide that
gives quick tips and methods to plan effectively for delivering truly differentiated lessons Filled with
helpful DI lists, lesson plans, strategies, assessments, and more Jennifer Fox is the author of the
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bestselling book Your Child's Strengths The Differentiated Instruction Book of Lists is a hands-on guide
for meeting the instructional needs of all students so that they can reach their full potential.
  Recent Advances in Assistive Technologies to Support Children with Developmental
Disorders Silton, Nava R.,2015-05-31 The greatest advantage of modern technology is its ability to
improve the lives of all. In particular, new technologies have the potential to greatly mitigate
cognitive, motor, and social impairments stemming from genetic or environmental factors. Recent
Advances in Assistive Technologies to Support Children with Developmental Disorders raises
awareness of disabled children and what can be done to help them grow and develop alongside their
peers. Bringing together personal experiences with academic investigation, this book is an essential
reference for doctors, pediatricians, pre- and primary school educators, and scientists working to
enhance the impact assistive technologies have on the youngest members of society.
  Special and Gifted Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Management
Association, Information Resources,2016-04-25 Diverse learners with exceptional needs require a
specialized curriculum that will help them to develop socially and intellectually in a way that
traditional pedagogical practice is unable to fulfill. As educational technologies and theoretical
approaches to learning continue to advance, so do the opportunities for exceptional children. Special
and Gifted Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is an exhaustive compilation
of emerging research, theoretical concepts, and real-world examples of the ways in which the
education of special needs and exceptional children is evolving. Emphasizing pedagogical innovation
and new ways of looking at contemporary educational practice, this multi-volume reference work is
ideal for inclusion in academic libraries for use by pre-service and in-service teachers, graduate-level
students, researchers, and educational software designers and developers.
  Interface Design for Learning Dorian Peters,2014 In offices, colleges, and living rooms across
the globe, learners of all ages are logging into virtual laboratories, online classrooms, and 3D worlds.
Kids from kindergarten to high school are honing math and literacy skills on their phones and iPads. If
that weren't enough, people worldwide are aggregating internet services (from social networks to
media content) to learn from each other in “Personal Learning Environments.” Strange as it sounds,
the future of education is now as much in the hands of digital designers and programmers as it is in
the hands of teachers. And yet, as interface designers, how much do we really know about how
people learn? How does interface design actually impact learning? And how do we design
environments that support both the cognitive and emotional sides of learning experiences? The
answers have been hidden away in the research on education, psychology, and human computer
interaction, until now. Packed with over 100 evidence-based strategies, in this book you'll learn how
to: Design educational games, apps, and multimedia interfaces in ways that enhance learning Support
creativity, problem-solving, and collaboration through interface design Design effective visual layouts,
navigation, and multimedia for online and mobile learning Improve educational outcomes through
interface design.
  Conducting Qualitative Research of Learning in Online Spaces Hannah R. Gerber,Sandra
Schamroth Abrams,Jen Scott Curwood,Alecia Marie Magnifico,2016-03-17 Qualitative researchers
have grappled with how online inquiry shifts research procedures such as gaining access to spaces,
communicating with participants, and obtaining informed consent. Drawing on a multimethod
approach, Conducting Qualitative Research of Learning in Online Spaces explores how to design and
conduct diverse studies in online environments. Authors Hannah R. Gerber, Sandra Schamroth
Abrams, Jen Scott Curwood, and Alecia Marie Magnifico focus on formal and informal learning
practices that occur in evolving online spaces. The text shows researchers how they can draw upon a
variety of theoretical frameworks, methodological approaches, and data sources. Examples of
qualitative research in online spaces, along with guiding questions, support readers at every phase of
the research process.
  Emerging Issues in Smart Learning Guang Chen,Vive Kumar,Kinshuk,Ronghuai Huang,Siu Cheung
Kong,2014-09-10 This book provides an archival forum for researchers, academics, practitioners and
industry professionals interested and/or engaged in the reform of the ways of teaching and learning
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through advancing current learning environments towards smart learning environments. The
contributions of this book are submitted to the International Conference on Smart Learning
Environments (ICSLE 2014). The focus of this proceeding is on the interplay of pedagogy, technology
and their fusion towards the advancement of smart learning environments. Various components of
this interplay include but are not limited to: Pedagogy- learning paradigms, assessment paradigms,
social factors, policy; Technology- emerging technologies, innovative uses of mature technologies,
adoption, usability, standards and emerging/new technological paradigms (open educational
resources, cloud computing, etc.)
  Just-in-time Teaching Gregor M. Novak,1999 The authors explain how a group of higher
education schools used just-in-time teaching (JiTT) methods to increase interactivity for the physics
student. By enhancing courses with multimedia Web activities and electronic communications, the
classroom environment allowed less dependence on lecture and more rapid responses to students'
problems.
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timetable of the d upcoming bece pdf ol
wise edu - Dec 07 2022
web we provide timetable of the d upcoming
bece and numerous ebook collections from
fictions to scientific research in any way among
them is this timetable of the d upcoming bece
that can be your partner timetable of the d
upcoming bece downloaded from ol wise edu jo
by guest george yoselin the timetable of
the 2023 bece date and timetable facts and
updates examhall - Mar 10 2023
web mar 8 2023   the release of the timetable for
the 2023 bece will come with the dates and the
time for the examination however it is more likely
that the 2023 bece will be written in the second
week of september
t c dÜzce Ünİversİtesİ 2022 2023 eĞİtİm
ÖĞretİm yili - Dec 27 2021
web t c dÜzce Ünİversİtesİ 2022 2023 eĞİtİm
ÖĞretİm yili lİsansÜstÜ akademİk takvİmİgÜz
yariyili başlangıç bitiş açıklama İ İ 04 07 2022 08
07 2022 yatay geçiş başvuruları 04 07 2022 08
07 2022 lisansüstü programlara başvurular
waec bece timetable for school candidates 2023
gh students - Oct 05 2022
web the official timetable for the basic
examination certificate examination bece for
school candidates has been released by waec
according to the west african examination council
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waec the examination will commence on monday
august 7 2023 and end on friday august 11 2023
timetable of the d upcoming bece copy
uniport edu - Jan 08 2023
web mar 17 2023   timetable of the d upcoming
bece by online you might not require more epoch
to spend to go to the book inauguration as well
as search for them in some cases you likewise
accomplish not discover the publication timetable
of the d upcoming bece that you are looking for it
will definitely squander the time
akademik takvim denizcilik fakültesi beun - Mar
30 2022
web zonguldak bülent ecevit Üniversitesi
misyonumuz ulusal ve uluslararası düzeyde
eğitim öğretim hizmeti vermek bilimsel
araştırmalar yapmak ve bilimi teknolojiyi sanatı
ve kültürel değerleri girişimci bir üniversite olarak
insanlığın hizmetine sunmaktır
timetable of the d upcoming bece etherpad arts
ac - Nov 06 2022
web 2 timetable of the d upcoming bece 2019 09
08 epomophora epomophora at campbell island
during 1964 69 alfred a knopf endogenous
election timing allows leaders to schedule
elections when the time is right
2023 bece timetable adesuafie com - Jun 13 2023
web jul 8 2023   the west african examination
council popularly known as waec has released
the timetable of the upcoming bece scheduled
for this year the waec has released the official
timetable and the examination which will start on
monday august 7 2023 will come to a successful
end on friday august 11 2023
see the 2023 bece timetable graphic online
- May 12 2023
web apr 18 2023   the west african examination
council waec ghana has unveiled the timetable
for candidates set to take the basic education
certificate examination bece
when will the bece results be released date
how to check - Jan 28 2022
web jan 25 2023   what is the basic education
certificate examination bece it is an examination
for certification and admission to ghana s senior
high schools and technical institutes when will
the bece results be released according to the
waec the outcomes were released on 26 january
2023 what are the results of bece based on
checkout bece timetable adesuafie com - Sep 04
2022

web jul 8 2023   the west african examination
council popularly known as waec has released
the timetable of the upcoming bece scheduled
for this year the waec has released the official
timetable and the examination which will start on
monday october 17 2022 will come to a
successful end on friday october 21 2022
bece 2022 timetable out check download
avenuegh com - Aug 03 2022
web management of the west african
examination council waec has officially released
the bece 2022 timetable for final year junior high
school jhs students the final schedule for the
bece exams has been officially released by the
waec this is to serve as guidelines for the
conduct of the bece 2022 for junior high school
jhs
bece 2023 timetable the upcoming junior high
school - Apr 11 2023
web may 19 2023   the bece 2023 timetable
serves as a roadmap for students indicating the
dates and times for each examination the 2023
bece will be held earlier this year that is from
monday august 7th to friday august 11th
bece timetable for jss3 2023 2024 and grading
system - Jul 14 2023
web jun 19 2023   according to the council the
examination will commence monday 15th may
2023 and end on friday 26th may 2023 therefore
candidates who are asking for when junior waec
2023 will start the exam will start on 15th may
2023 to download the new official bece timetable
for 2023 in pdf
waec releases timetable for 2023 bece
ghanatoday - Aug 15 2023
web the west african examination council waec
ghana has released the timetable for candidates
who will be writing the basic education certificate
examination bece this year 2023 waec in a
statement said the first papers would be
timetable of the d upcoming bece ftp popcake -
Jun 01 2022
web from epigraphical archaeological and literary
evidence jon d mikalson has here assembled all
relevant data concerning the dates of athenian
festivals religious ceremonies and legislative
assemblies
when is 2023 bece exams starting in ghana gh
students - Feb 26 2022
web according to the released bece timetable by
waec bece for private candidates will commence
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from monday 7th august 2023 to friday 11th
august 2023 the bece timetable for school
candidates has been released by waec
candidates and guardians can go ahead to
download the waec bece timetable
timetable of the d upcoming bece 2022
arenaserver - Apr 30 2022
web 4 timetable of the d upcoming bece 2019 09
23 demonstrate the background calibration
algorithm a proof of concept 5 bit 12 gs s flash
adc has been fabricated in a 65 nm cmos process
the design of this adc takes into consideration
the tight power bounds imposed on serial links by
optimizing
2023 bece date out check the date and timetable
here - Feb 09 2023
web aug 2 2023   below is the official 2023 bece
timetable for candidates please note that the
timetable is subject to change by waec
depending on the date of each paper
2022 bece timetable out weac reduces
preparation period by - Jul 02 2022
web may 12 2022   the examination according to
the timetable released will be held from monday
17th october to friday 21st october 2022 this
means waec has reduced the preparation period
for the 2022 bece by one month in 2021
candidates sat for the examination in november
activity based costing wikipedia - May 31
2023
web activity based costing abc is a costing
method that identifies activities in an
organization and assigns the cost of each activity
to all products and services according to the
actual consumption by each
what is activity based costing 2023 guide with
examples - Mar 29 2023
web aug 18 2023   activity based costing is a
method used to allocate overhead production
costs the abc system breaks down manufacturing
overhead into cost pools such as machines raw
materials salaries
activity based costing what is it advantages
wallstreetmojo - Jul 01 2023
web the activity based costing is a process of
accounting for the indirect costs of goods and
services of a business in a more precise manner
it is based on the activities that influence those
costs in order to products those products
activity based costing f5 performance
management acca - Aug 02 2023

web activity based costing what we want to do is
to get a more accurate estimate of what each
unit costs to produce and to do this we have to
examine what activities are necessary to produce
each unit because activities usually have a cost
attached this is the basis of activity based
costing abc
activity based costing overview approach
benefits - Sep 03 2023
web what is activity based costing activity based
costing is a more specific way of allocating
overhead costs based on activities that actually
contribute to overhead costs in job order costing
and variance analysis overhead costs are applied
based on a specific cost driver such as labor
hours or machine hours
activity based costing abc method and
advantages investopedia - Oct 04 2023
web mar 7 2023   activity based costing abc is a
costing method that assigns overhead and
indirect costs to related products and services
this accounting method of costing recognizes the
relationship
how to calculate activity based costing with
examples - Apr 29 2023
web oct 17 2022   activity based costing also
known as abc is a method to determine the total
costs associated with creating a product abc
assigns costs to activities associated with each
step of the manufacturing process such as
employees testing a product
dead simple quick reads 2017 abebooks - Apr 12
2023
web abebooks com dead simple quick reads 2017
9781409169123 by bingham harry billingham
mark marsons angela casey jane oswald james
hodgson antonia mackintosh clare taylor c l and
a great selection of similar new used and
collectible books available now at great prices
dead simple quick reads 2017 by harry bingham
fantastic - Mar 11 2023
web dead simple 2017 a book in the quick reads
2017 series an anthology of stories edited by
harry bingham buy from amazon search sorry we
ve not found any editions of this book at amazon
find this book at a woman reports a crime to the
police with unexpected results the grieving
widow who finds that she s about to lose more
than just
adjectives dead simple vs really simple english -
May 01 2022
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web dec 12 2011   modified 11 years 9 months
ago viewed 7k times 8 i m writing copy for a new
web application and i m having some trouble
with it on one headline i ve written it s dead
simple but while my client was reviewing it he
asked if this is not too cool and suggested it s
really simple
dead simple quick reads 2017 kindle edition
amazon com - Dec 28 2021
web feb 2 2017   dead simple quick reads 2017
kindle edition by bingham harry billingham mark
marsons angela casey jane oswald james
hodgson antonia mackintosh clare taylor c l
download it once and read it on your kindle
device pc phones or tablets
the republican attempt to impeach president
biden - Feb 27 2022
web sep 15 2023   sept 15 2023 hosted by
michael barbaro produced by carlos prieto rob
szypko rikki novetsky and paige cowett edited by
paige cowett original music by marion lozano
rowan niemisto and
dead simple quick reads 2017 on onbuy -
Oct 06 2022
web eight killer reads from eight bestselling
authors specially written for quick reads
urban dictionary dead simple - Mar 31 2022
web apr 12 2006   so easily done that even a
complete idiot could figure it out
apple offers more ways to order the all new
iphone 15 and apple - Jan 29 2022
web 2 days ago   apple is making it easier than
ever for customers to get ready for pre orders of
the iphone 15 lineup until 9 p m pdt on thursday
september 14 customers can get a head start on
pre orders by choosing their new iphone 15
model selecting their preferred payment method
and leaving the product in their shopping bag so
they re only a click
amazon com customer reviews dead simple quick
reads 2017 - Nov 07 2022
web find helpful customer reviews and review
ratings for dead simple quick reads 2017 at
amazon com read honest and unbiased product
reviews from our users
dead simple quick reads 2017 kindle edition
amazon co uk - Aug 16 2023
web dead simple quick reads 2017 kindle edition
by harry bingham author mark billingham author
angela marsons author jane casey author james
oswald author antonia hodgson author clare

mackintosh author c l taylor author 5 more
format kindle edition
dead simple quick reads 2017 bingham harry
billingham - Aug 04 2022
web aug 11 2022   dead simple quick reads 2017
title dead simple quick reads 2017 weight 118
gms pages 128 publish date 02 02 2017
rules downloads dead simple roleplaying -
Jun 02 2022
web dead simple fantasy rpg 7th edition dead
simple fantasy rpg players rules seventh edition
dead simple fantasy rpg 5th edition dead simple
fantasy rpg rules 5th edition supplement 6a the
denizens of the dark for 5th edition dead simple
fantasy rpg 4th edition dead simple fantasy rpg
rules 4th edition
dead simple quick reads 2017 pdf book vodic ras
gov rs - Dec 08 2022
web we allow dead simple quick reads 2017 pdf
and numerous ebook collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way accompanied by
them is this dead simple quick reads 2017 pdf
that can be your partner skill up a software
developer s guide to life and career jordan
hudgens 2017 07 31
ebook download dead simple quick reads 2017 -
Jan 09 2023
web nov 30 2022   play ebook download dead
simple quick reads 2017 from davarimox play
audiobooks and excerpts on soundcloud desktop
and mobile
dead simple by harry bingham goodreads -
May 13 2023
web feb 2 2017   rate this book a woman reports
a crime to the police with unexpected results the
grieving widow who finds that she s about to lose
more than just her husband when a man
attempts the perfect murder it s not quite as
easy as he thinks two men in prison play a
deadly game of scrabble
dead simple quick reads 2017 bingham harry
billingham - Sep 05 2022
web dec 25 2022   find many great new used
options and get the best deals for dead simple
quick reads 2017 bingham harry billingham mark
marsons ang at the best online prices at ebay
free shipping for many products
dead simple amazon co uk bingham harry
billingham mark - Jun 14 2023
web a woman reports a crime to the police with
unexpected results the grieving widow who finds
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that she s about to lose more than just her
husband when a man attempts the perfect
murder it s not quite as easy as he thinks two
men in prison play a deadly game of scrabble a
young woman tries to trick an old man and gets
more than she bargained for
dead simple quick reads 2017 amazon com - Jul
15 2023
web feb 2 2017   dead simple quick reads 2017
bingham harry billingham mark marsons angela
casey jane oswald james hodgson antonia
mackintosh clare taylor c l on amazon com free
shipping on qualifying offers
amazon co uk customer reviews dead
simple - Jul 03 2022
web find helpful customer reviews and review
ratings for dead simple at amazon com read
honest and unbiased product reviews from our
users
dead simple quick reads 2017 bingham harry
billingham - Feb 10 2023

web may 17 2023   find many great new used
options and get the best deals for dead simple
quick reads 2017 bingham harry billingham mark
marsons ang at the best online prices at ebay
free delivery for many products
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